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The Intersection of Design and Rendered Nature 

Introduction 

The natural world, as something distinct and separate from the human, is an ancient artistic 

subject. One might say it is part of human DNA, since early animal renderings on cave walls are one 

of the markers separating modern humans—Homo sapiens sapiens—from their archaic kin. And while 

the picture is not the thing, the interpretive image helps shape understanding. As Johanna Drucker 

and Emily McVarish note of the Cro-Magnon cave paintings, “These graphic forms are now 

considered to be the symbolic expression of a worldview rather than simply an attempt to gain 

power over the uncertain forces of nature” (6). 

The paintings of Altamira, Spain, Lascaux, 

France, and other early sites represent the world 

as early humans recorded it. But these early 

images also reveal another facet of nature art: 

since the picture is not the thing, its final form 

must be filtered through the experience of the 

artist. Thus the animal image represents not the 

animal, but the human visualization of the 

animal, colored by the social forces to which the 

artist is heir. The bison, horses, and wooly 

mammoth images viewers see is an active product of ancient human experience, and affects our 

understanding of the creatures themselves over an expanse of 35,000 years.  

These ancient humans inhabited an oral culture in which images were not yet connected with 

language; nevertheless, the cave paintings can be seen as a communication device that achieves 

results through means other than orality. 1  They speak, without text, by differentiating subject and 

                                                      
11 Walter J. Ong states that language is primarily oral, and out “of the many thousands of languages—possibly tens of thousands—
spoken in the course of human history only around 106 have ever been committed to writing to a degree sufficient to have produced 
literature, and most have never been written at all” (7). 

Fig. 1. Bison, Altimira, Spain. Fig. . Bison, Altimira, Spain 
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background and by appealing to conventions understood by their audience.  While we are not their 

intended audience, we still respond to the images, an indication that some part of these 

conventions are still in effect.  Drucker and McVarish affirm that “prehistoric graphic signs embody 

values and express beliefs,” a recognition that “places them on a 

continuum that includes contemporary visual design” (6). This 

continuous trajectory of design conventions can help explicate the 

forces, communicated through scientific nature illustrations, 

shaping our understandings of the natural world.  

Ong confirms that literacy “is absolutely necessary for the 

development” of “science . . . history, philosophy, explicative understanding of literature.” and “of 

any art” (15). This is certifiable if the criteria we use to judge is based on Western notions of all 

these areas, but it denies naturalistic and homeopathic relationships with nature. Pre-literate 

cultures are neither helpless nor naïve in their relationships with nature, and survived thus for 

millennia prior to the arrival of textual communications. While literacy expands the encyclopedic 

nature of human knowledge and brings into reach developments that rely on technological 

retention of thoughts and ideas, even Ong admits that losing primary orality signifies a sacrifice 

(15).  Included in this sacrifice are components of orality which also help define the human 

relationship to nature, or as Ong terms it, the “human lifeworld” (42). The subsequent evolution 

into literacy distances humans from this lifeworld, “denature[ing]” them in the process (42). Carol 

Kaesuk Yoon identifies this estrangement from nature, a situation she ties to modern science’s 

success in categorizing nature at the level of DNA, as a loss of the human “ümwelt" (15).2 Observing 

similarities in folk taxonomies, Yoon notes that they share an aptitude for observational reasoning 

and experiential understandings of "the natural order" (the name early natural historians used to 

describe ecological systems) (12). These folk taxonomies are reactions to the ümwelt, and represent 

intuitive responses to specific environments.  

Yoon’s ideas are in accord with others who worry about the human-nature relationship in 

contemporary society.  E. O. Wilson describes his concept of “biophilia” as an “innate tendency to 

focus upon life and lifelike forms, and in some instances to affiliate with them emotionally” (134). 

Richard Louv cites a lack of exposure to nature as a child for a condition he calls “nature deficit 

disorder” (34).  Yoon, Wilson, and Louv all recognize that something has gone amiss; as Yoon states, 

                                                      
2 Yoon draws on the notion of Jakob von Uexküll's ümwelt, which denotes the awareness organisms have of their environments, to 
explain an intuitive human response to nature that can be noted even in infants. 

“The idea that graphic forms 
not only give shape to needs 
and desires but also express a 
view of the world is critical to 
all phases of human history” 
(Drucker and McVarish 7) 
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We might even suggest that the idea 

of difference forms the basis of 

human knowledge, and that the 

making of a mark is the primary way 

of inscribing such difference. On this 

simple principle of differentiation we 

can structure the complicated 

oppositions of I/thou, me/ you, 

this/that, self/other, subject/object, 

which form our understanding of the 

world. (Drucker and McVarish 12) 

“we have become so profoundly disconnected” from the living world of nature that even 

accelerating mass extinctions leave us uncertain “that it really matters” (21).  

Yoon’s implication of taxonomic systems as purveyors of this disenfranchisement calls into 

question how science orders life, but she fails to examine the role taxonomic imagery plays. While 

Drucker and McVarish do not explicitly focus on nature art or scientific renderings, their critical 

explanations of the relationship between graphic design and social forces provide a useful lens with 

which to understand the evolution of natural history and scientific faunal renderings. How do 

imagery and text work together to instantiate our understandings of the natural world? How do 

zoological texts shape nature in the act of explaining it? This article will provide a brief historical 

overview of taxonomic systems which employ graphic representations of biota, with a specific look 

at the late nineteenth century text authored by Sanborn Tenney, Natural History: A Manual of Zoӧlogy.   

Early Historical Period 

For oral cultures without maps or recorded history, the human is the center of the universe: the 

“umbilicus mundi, the navel of the world” (Ong 72). The movement into literacy changes that 

perception, and in the process changes our ideas of nature. Literate capabilities make possible 

listing, categorizing, and cataloging of the natural world 

in a way not possible in oral cultures, solidifying and 

locking into place ideas of what nature is and how it 

serves humans. Primary oral cultures represented 

animals in pictures, but they did not have symbolic 

iconography that indicated ownership. Literacy offered 

ways of recording descriptions of the natural world in 

symbolic terms, as in the account-keeping of the 

Sumerian culture (Ong 97).3 Early writing developed in 

the process of recording quantities of domestic animals along with other commodities, and many 

pictographs and even letters can trace their genesis to animal images.  

                                                      
3 Jack Goody comments on early categorization found in four thousand year-old cuneiform records from Tell Harmal, noting the 
"degree of systematic formalization" (Domestication 83). These tablets are "'inscribed with hundreds of names of trees, reeds, 
wooden objects, and birds. The names of the birds, more than one hundred of them, are listed in the last three columns from the 
right’ and end with the class sign mushen, bird" (Kramer, qtd. in Goody 83). 
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The earliest signs of symbolic representation—the token systems of 

the ancient Near East—did not resemble “oil, cattle, grain” and other 

commodities, but they were commonly understood to represent 

these things (Drucker and McVarish 13).4 Within a space of about 

700 years, from 3100 B.C. to 2400 B.C., Sumerian pictograms “became 

schematized” into wedge-shaped cuneiform marks for easy 

transcription. Initial images, though, show a direct link between 

idea—“bird” or “ox”—and pictographic design (16). The things 

humans were most familiar with—the plants and animals that 

shared their world—formed a common cultural experience that found its way into textual 

representation.  

By 2000 B.C.E., an alphabetic system derived from the “Egyptian hieratic script with the principles 

of sound representation found in cuneiform syllabaries” was in use the Canaanite culture (21). 

Although some early alphabetic figures gained their nomenclature from the animals they resembled, 

such as “aleph . . . the Hebrew word for ‘ox’,” they were not derived from pictograms but were, 

instead, acrophonic memory devices (22). The textual movement into abstraction was complete. 

Classical Period 

In Greece, we begin to see design as an active part of literacy.5  

Communication is accomplished not just from an understanding of 

what letters may spell, but from the way the letters appear; not just 

what letters are, but how, when, where, and why they appear the way 

they do. This “performative discourse” accentuates the divide between 

pre- and post-literate culture, and also figures into power 

relationships (Drucker and McVarish 29). Lettering styles can be 

interpreted as rhetorical actors, “reinforce[ing] unstated assumptions 

about the function of a text” (34).6  

                                                      
4 Drucker and McVarish state that the term “notation” indicates “signs that stand for categories and ideas in a stable graphics system 
but fall short of the ability to represent language or speech.” They use the term “writing” to differentiate “graphic forms that 
specifically express language” (14). 
5 Letter forms initially appear only in majuscule, or uppercase; miniscule, or lowercase forms appear later. Mediums for carrying this 
text included stone, wax, and clay tablets, scrolls, ostraca (pottery fragments), and bound books, or codices (Drucker and McVarish 
34).   
6 The Greek addition of vowels to the alphabet is seen as “the most significant modification” (Drucker and McVarish 32), and of 

“major psychological importance” (Ong 89). Adding vowels allowed the Greek language to be adapted to other languages with more 

An animal reference returns 

to text in the term 

“boustrophedon,” or “as the 

ox plows,” an early style of 

writing that changes 

directions at every line 

return. Both Greek and 

Roman eventually settle on 

the convention of left-to-

right script.  (Drucker and 

McVarish 31) 
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Fig. 3. Aristotle 

The Greek addition of vowels to the alphabet is seen as “the most significant modification” 

(Drucker and McVarish 32), and of “major psychological importance” (Ong 89). Adding vowels 

allowed the Greek language to be adapted to other languages with more ease, as well as making it 

easier to learn, and the democratizing effect this had enabled the spread of Greek culture (Drucker 

and McVarish; Ong).  

The rapid rise of literacy in Greece allowed for the development of philosophy and 

science, subjects which were taught in gymnasiums (schools) (32). Aristotle, 

the product of Athenian literacy and education, is considered “the first 

zoologist as we understand the term” (Ley 31).  His History of Animals 

provided a new way of understanding and ordering the natural world, and 

through observation and dissection he established the first taxonomic 

system. The rediscovery of Aristotle’s’ work in the Middle Ages will fuel 

interest in the natural sciences and natural philosophy.  

 

Medieval Bestiaries 

The ascendency of the codex in the Middle Ages derived from its utilitarian and adaptable 

structure. Translations of Greek texts, including Aristotle, were 

applied as popular teaching aids, and use of these texts in the 

classroom drove more efficient textual representation.7 As 

monasteries became the chief repository of knowledge, they also 

became the main source of textual production in the fifth through 

eight centuries (46). Latin, the language of the church, became the 

language of science as well. Drucker and McVarish, along with Ong, 

recognize the control of translation and production as a source of 

power for the clergy. The control of both literacy and the means of transmission gave the church 

hegemonic power over knowledge.  

The art of scientific illustration in the medieval period was buried under a thick layer of 

conventions derived from religious manuscripts and Classical texts. Manuscripts which dealt with 

                                                                                                                                                                                
ease, as well as making it easier to learn, and the democratizing effect this had enabled the spread of Greek culture (Drucker and 
McVarish; Ong).  
7 The flexible and easy to read codex structure enabled alphabetic organizing for easily searched text. “Unlike the scroll, in which 
information must be accessed serially,” as Drucker and McVarish note, “the codex functions as a random access device” (51-52). 

Illuminated manuscripts  . . . 

were also used to transmit 

technical knowledge 

pertaining to mathematics, 

astronomy, alchemy, 

botany, and other sciences 

whose value was practical 

as well as theoretical. 

(Drucker & McVarish 48) 
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Fig. 4. Harley MS 4751 f. 10 

Fig. 5. “Miniatures of Lions”,  
Bern Physiologus 

herbs (Herbariums) served utilitarian purposes as medicinal texts, but manuscripts of animal 

renderings, or bestiaries, often acted as allegorical supplements to religious teachings. Medieval 

texts owed a debt to Classical naturalists like 

Aristotle, Dioscorides, and Pliny the Elder, but 

mistakes or erroneous information were often 

carried forward without challenge. An image 

of a unicorn, dragon, or manticore carried as 

much validity and believability as a picture of 

a lion or zebra, since all were beyond the 

experience of most Europeans. Drucker and 

McVarish affirm that “Bestiaries were useless 

without 

images, but their depictions of animals were sometimes fanciful 

inventions based on texts” (60). The creatures in bestiaries were 

not there for the same educational purposes claimed by zoology 

texts, though, but rather as iconic actors in unchanging roles. In 

this, they function more as pictograms than as artistic renderings 

of living creatures, and the idiosyncratic representation does not 

impede this purpose.  

Illuminated manuscripts, produced by hand, were subject to the 

variance of the scribe’s skill. Both 

image and text play a part in 

transmitting knowledge, and scribal 

errors were a barrier to scientific progress. The rediscovery of 

Classical texts in the eleventh century provided information and 

inspiration, but reproduction was a slow, laborious process, and the 

volume of hand-printed and painted texts was low.8 Because of 

these factors and the resulting impracticality of multiple editions, 

indexed manuscripts are rare (Ong 122). Large-scale cataloguing 

would have to wait until the advent of mechanical print. 

                                                      
8 Drucker and McVarish relate that Arabic scholars preserved Greek and Latin texts from antiquity, and these works were 
subsequently discovered by Europeans during the Crusades in the eleventh century (47).  

“The Diamond Sutra, printed 

in China in 868, is considered 

the oldest extant printed 

book.” 

High-quality printed 

materials were being 

produced in “Asia centuries 

before letterpress developed 

in Europe” (Drucker & 

McVarish 49) 
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 A Renaissance in Scientific Texts 

The arrival of the moveable type printing press in Europe in 1452 shifted control away from the 

church and into the secular sphere. According to Ong, print engendered 

specific cognitive processes; much as literacy had freed the mind for abstract 

thought, print produced a “chirographic basis of logic” (53). Ong establishes 

a connection between the birth of 

mechanical print and list-making, a 

development which furthered efforts at 

understanding the natural world. The 

processes of organization which Aristotle instituted in the 

Classical era could now bear fruit in charts, indexes, lists, and 

other categorizing tools designed to create order out of the 

multiplicity of nature. In addition, moveable type proved 

“congenial” for use with illustrative prints (Ong 124), and text 

and image could be united over and over again in exactly 

replicable editions. 9 

Art and science worked together to produce new methods of 

production and new ways of understanding visual effects. 

Theories of design, order, and aesthetics produced levels of realism absent or unachievable in 

medieval art. An understanding of perspective, combined with print mediums of woodcut 

reliefs, etching, and intaglio, produced images that mirrored natural appearances (Drucker & 

McVarish 82-83).10  

At the same time text and image inform, though, they construct a vision of the world. Natural 

representation is captive not only to the observation of the artist, but to his or her cultural 

background, education, and life experience. We can see this in the case of the “Rhinocerus” print 

(Fig. 7), in which Dürer, one of the most skilled artists of the Northern Renaissance, supplemented 

his lack of personal observation with cultural ideas on what an armor-plated beast would look like. 

The hardened skin of the rhino becomes chainmail on the legs and metallic-appearing casings on 

the body, as befitting a fifteenth-century knight. What Dürer lacks in authentic knowledge, he 

                                                      
9 This “repeatability of printed images,” according to Drucker and McVarish, “was critical to establishing a consensual knowledge-
base (82). 
10 Paralleling the developments in image production, new fonts such as the Aldine types changed the look—and message—of print 
materials (77).   

In the Renaissance, 

graphic arts 

embodied notions of 

standardization and 

modularization in 

the very technologies 

of their production. 

(Drucker & 

McVarish 90) 

Fig. 6.  Stork by Gesner 
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Fig. 7. Rhinocerus by Dürer 

makes up for in realistic detail of the things he knew and understood. Visualizations such as this 

would inform a public that had no other means of 

ascertaining the actual appearance of an animal, and 

so, despite more advanced means of spreading 

knowledge, Renaissance artists—and their 

audiences—were still bound by the “assumptions, 

conventions, and standards” of their cultural milieu 

(Drucker and McVarish 90).  

Science was the beneficiary not just of the rebirth of 

Classical knowledge and world-spanning explorations, 

but from the improved communication medium of the 

text-image. Precision in type, combined with accuracy in illustration, instantiated scientific codices 

with authority, and a growing belief in the objectivity of the natural sciences. The result of this 

confluence of forces was modern science (Ong 125).  

Rational & Objective Nature 

Drucker and McVarish iterate the effects of textual and visual design on social systems as a 

constitutive element in the idea of a public sphere.  As they state, “the means of reproducing and 

disseminating knowledge” are just as important as the discovery 

of the knowledge itself; this knowledge, after all, only has value 

in the context of “shared information and common assumptions” 

(xxviii). For eighteenth-century Western culture, the human 

lifeworld of preliterate societies had evolved into a discursive 

arena in which nature is distanced and natural phenomena are 

curiosities to be discovered, examined, and defined. 11  

Inventions such as the telescope and microscope expanded human vision, and theoretical 

underpinnings of empiricism and rationalism provided this vision with relative support. The 

scientific method gave scientists tools with which to analyze the information sensory exploration 

provided, and the resultant texts and images subjected the natural world to increased focus. 

                                                      
11 Drucker and McVarish assert that not just appearances, but social relationships are mediated by graphic artifacts. They note that 
communication systems—whether print or electronic—are shaped by graphic design, and thus “exert an enormous force in 
constructing the world we believe in” (xxviii). 

Every printed image and text 

expressed ideological values 

and reinforced cultural 

attitudes toward gender, 

national identity, the right of 

rulers, the power of the church, 

bodies, faith, and knowledge” 

(Drucker & McVarish 90) 
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Fig. 8. Micrographia, Robert Hookes 

Experiments such as Robert Hookes’ 

Micrographia (Fig. 8) changed public 

perceptions of reality, and helped 

establish nature as the knowable 

“Other.”  

The concept of knowledge free from 

bias and constraint imputes stature 

and verity to those who practice the 

art of scientific discovery, and grants 

scientists legitimacy in constructing 

a worldview. The information they 

present the public is assumed to have been reviewed and collaboratively agreed upon, so that what 

reaches the end reader and viewer has the stamp of approval from a community of experts.  

According to Carolyn Merchant, there are “five assumptions about the nature of reality” that 

undergird the perspective of science as the “objective, value-free knowledge of the external world”:  

• Matter is composed of particles (the ontological assumption). 

• The universe is a natural order (the principle of identity).  
• Knowledge and information can be abstracted from the natural world (the 
assumption of context independence). 

• Problems can be analyzed into parts that can be manipulated by mathematics (the 
methodological assumption). 

• Sense data are discrete (the epistemological assumption). 
 (Merchant 228)  

These assumptions help us understand science itself as a construct that can be questioned, and 

scientific texts and illustrations as active representatives of cultural ideologies. Science can thus be 

placed in the context of a time and place, and inspected both critically and rhetorically. Ingunn 

Moser affirms that science and the technology associated with it “are social and cultural projects, 

formed in power structures and coloured by dominating values in the societies and cultures in 

which they occur”; these factors reveal them as “reality-producing and –reproducing practices” (6). 

These practices are invisible by nature of their supposed objectivity, but Drucker and McVarish 

remind us that the “more ‘natural’ something appears, the more culturally indicative it is” (xxix).  
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Fig. 9. Cover, Systema Naturae, 

Linnaeus 

Donna J. Haraway relates this natural invisibility to the “modest witness,” the “specifically modern, 

European, masculine, scientific form of the virtue of modesty.” The assumption of objectivity gives 

the modest witness “the remarkable power to establish the facts” with narratives that have “los[t]  

all trace of their history as stories, as products of partisan projects, as contestable representations, 

or as constructed documents in their potent capacity to define the 

facts” (223-24). Inscribed in this critique is the recognition that the 

technologies involved in this creation of reality— microscopes, 

telescopes, and in the case of print production, cameras and 

presses—are perceived as “neutral instruments” wherein the hand of 

man is invisible and the machines is only revealing a preexisting 

truth (Haraway 225). 

Through this lens, print and design processes can be seen playing a 

role in the move away from nature, as typefaces were designed to 

reflect the order and geometric purity of Neo-Platonic ideals. 

Mechanical, intellectual trends 

removed the human trace from 

handwriting, with “Body and mind distinguished, the trace of the 

hand . . . banished, and rationality prevail[ing] over gestures and 

feelings” (Drucker and McVarish 108). 12 

Enlightenment notions of order and rationality are represented in 

the proliferation of natural history texts, including Linnaeus’ 

Systema Naturae (1735), Buffon’s  Histoire Naturelle (1749-1788), 

Lamarck’s Philosophie Zoologique (, and Bewick’s Quadrupeds (1790). 

These texts not only informed the public and other scientists of 

how animals appear, but continued the Aristotelian tradition of 

contextualizing animals in relation to one another—and to 

humans—within the great chain of being. 13 

                                                      
12 Animal portraiture followed suit with the Cartesian ideal, providing a “model for the clear and ordered articulation and display of 
knowledge” (Potts 22).  
13 Londa Schiebinger describes the great chain of being as a “fixed and vertical hierarchy stretching from God above down to the 
lowliest sentient being.” This doctrine supported a telos of natural hierarchies underlying social hierarchies in relation to the races of 
man (Schiebinger 145). 
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Charles Darwin presents a good example of this explorer-

scientist ethos, and the drawings from his voyage on the Beagle 

not only represented the nature he observed, but helped him 

develop his theories on natural selection. As Drucker and 

McVarish attest, “Darwin’s research depended on accurate 

observation and rendering,” specifically, the “ability to 

compare the different thicknesses and shapes of the beaks” of 

the Galapagos finches (126).   

Fig. 10. Finches. , Darwin 

Fig. 11. American Buffalo, Tenney 

The Nineteenth Century: Politics, Science, and Tenney’s Natural History  

While nineteenth-century design reflects a reaction to Enlightenment precision and purity in the 

Romantic Movement, the ability to render accurate images was crucial in upholding the notion of 

scientific objectivity. The goal of accuracy was assisted by new techniques in woodblock endcut 

printing and the invention of photography. 14  Photography was still not very portable, though, and 

for exploratory journeys drawings were still the most available recording device. Scientists in this 

era were artists as well, for the data they gathered in the field included their visual interpretations 

of new fauna. 

The figure of the America buffalo featured in 

Sanborn Tenney’s 1875 edition of Natural History: 

A Manual of Zoӧlogy seems, on the surface, to 

represent the objective vision of the scientist; 

nevertheless, the image and text accompanying 

it are just as reflective of their time and place as 

Dürer’s rhinoceros.   

Tenney, born in Stoddard, New Hampshire, and 

educated at Amherst and Harvard, studied zoology 

                                                      
14 Scientific illustrations, the embodiment of rationalism, revealed traces of Romanticism in a shift from representing familiar animals 
in many eighteenth-century formats, to showing wild, exotic animals in the new century. These exotics, unlike the unknown 
creatures of medieval bestiaries, were drawn from observation and reflected the ideals of empirical science. 

http://darwin-online.org.uk/content/frameset?itemID=F14&viewtype=image&pageseq=392
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under Louis Agassiz.15 He published his first text on geology the same year Darwin published On the 

Origin of Species. According to the Elizabeth A. Daniels, “Tenney was an avid creationist,” fiercely 

opposed to Darwin’s theory. This ideology is clear in his authored 

materials. He was hired as Vassar’s first professor of natural history in 

1865 due, in large part, because of his stance on evolution (Daniels).16  

Labeling Natural History as “a Cuvier,” Tenney cites the influence of 

experts in specific categories of animals, including Cuvier (Mammals, 

Fishes, and Worms), Baird (Mammals, Birds, Reptiles and 

Batrachians), Audubon (Birds), and Agassiz (Reptiles and 

Batrachians, Echinoderms, and Acalephs) (v-vi). He similarly gives 

credit for the wood-cut illustrations, drawings, and engravings, most 

of which are original to this text and many of which were created by 

the same experts in the field listed before (vi-vii). Thus, the images 

are bound to the text with the assurance that the same 

knowledgeable sources provide both textual support and visual 

evidence.  

Tenney identifies mammals as “the highest rank of all the animals of 

the globe” (9), chiefly because man is included in that group. The 

buffalo is categorized as belonging to the “Ruminantia: Cavicornia,” thus 

related to the ox, a creature “too well known to need description” 

(106). In contrast, the buffalo, an animal “found in herds from a score 

to several thousand in number,” receives ample physical description. 

In addition, we learn of the buffalo’s disposition: “Though naturally 

timid, they are furious and formidable when wounded by the hunter” 

(106-07). The image affirms this notion of wild and untamed nature, with a glaring-eyed bull posed 

to charge. The Romantic subjectivity is evident in the active pose, which can be contrasted to 

Conrad Gesner’s static Stork (Fig. 6), or Charles Darwin’s immobile Finches (Fig. 10).  

                                                      
15 Tenney developed a “professional and personal relationship” with Agassiz, with whom he shared an ideological opposition to the 
concept of evolution (Daniels). 
16 Tenney defended his opposition to evolution on the grounds that “Animals of the four groups appeared upon the earth in 

profusion simultaneously . . . Nature has not repeated herself, but everywhere is the great diversity consistent with unity” (qtd. in 
Daniels). The texts he authored amplify his position, and under the guise of scientific professionalism, present an ideological stance 
based in Christian theology.16 The title page of Natural History contains an epigraph from the Psalms of the Bible: “O Lord, how 
manifold are thy works! in wisdom hast thou made them all: the earth is full of thy riches.”  

Tenney’s Precursors 

Aristotle (384-322 B.C.E.): 
History of Animals 

Pliny the Elder (23-79 C.E.): 
Naturalis Historia 

Conrad Gesner (1516-1565): 
Historiae Animalium 

Robert Hooke (1635-1703): 
Micrographia 

Carolus Linnaeus (1707-1778) 
Systema Naturae 

Georges-Louis Leclerc, 
Comte de Buffon (1707-1788): 
Histoire Naturelle  

Jean-Baptiste Lamarck 
(1744-1829) Philosophie 
Zoologique 

Georges Cuvier (1769-1832): 
The Animal Kingdom 

John James Audubon (1785-
1851): Birds of America 

Louis Agassiz (1807-1873): 
Nomenclator Zoologicus 

 

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle-biology/
http://www.livius.org/pi-pm/pliny/pliny_e3.html
http://net.lib.byu.edu/scm/naturalhistory/zoology.html
http://archive.nlm.nih.gov/proj/ttp/flash/gesner/gesner.html
http://www.roberthooke.com/
http://archive.nlm.nih.gov/proj/ttp/flash/hooke/hooke.html
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/history/linnaeus.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georges-Louis_Leclerc,_Comte_de_Buffon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean-Baptiste_Lamarck
http://www.ucl.ac.uk/taxome/jim/Mim/lamarck_contents.html
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/history/cuvier.html
http://books.google.com/books?id=fPvRAAAAMAAJ&printsec=frontcover#v=onepage&q&f=false
http://www.audubon.org/john-james-audubon
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis_Agassiz
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Fig. 12. Bos Americanus, Tenney 

Tenney not only authored texts for teachers and college students, but also contributed articles to 

Popular Science Monthly, and co-authored books for children with his wife Abby. These latter were 

designed to inculcate an interest in “the young in the delightful and important study of Natural 

History” (qtd. in Daniels). His texts (and choice of images) in Popular Science were aimed at a general 

public, and are even more revealing in their ideological stance.  

Fig. 12, Bos Americanus, an example from a Popular Science 

article, presents a much less threatening image of the 

buffalo than the representation from Natural History. 

While still an active Romantic image, this animal 

appears almost tame, as if to reinforce Tenney’s 

assertion that “The buffalo is easily domesticated, and 

should be added to our stock of domestic cattle” (“The 

Plant-Eaters” 690). Tenney recognizes that the buffalo 

have been victim to “immense havoc . . . both by 

Indians and white men,” but 

asserts that their numbers 

still “almost defy computation,” and that “we already know enough to 

convince us that the flavor of their flesh would be improved when they 

are fully under the dominion of man” (689-90). Tenney’s words reinforce 

theosophical principles of Adamic dominion, political ideologies of 

Western expansion, and above all, beliefs in racial superiority, for the 

buffalo in this time period is a potent symbol associate with Native 

Americans.17 Graphic artifacts are communication devices, as Drucker and McVarish remind us; 

they contain cultural messages and expectations, and “carry their history encoded as conventions, 

charged with cultural values—and loaded with social implications.” (xxii). Tenney’s zoological 

images and text reinforce cultural and scientific conventions of his time, and illustrate rhetorical 

forms of resistance to social and philosophical change.  

 

                                                      
17 Tenney anthropomorphically asserts that “Man is the highest representative of the Animal Kingdom, not only on account of his 
superior form and higher physical organization, but, above all, on account of those high mental and spiritual endowments which 
belong to him alone” (Natural History 10). He further classifies humans into “varieties,” and identifies the Caucasian as “more beautiful 
in person, and exhibit[ing] higher intelligence and refinement, than any other race” (12). 
 

“A truth grounded in 

empirical observation and 

one based in religious 

faith could not always be 

reconciled” (Drucker and 

McVarish 96)  
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Modernity, Post-Modernity, & the Digital Divide 

 Drucker and McVarish observe that “human language and graphic systems use signs that are 

divorced from physical evidence or concrete references” (5), and these signs, divorced from physical 

systems, end up being our mental construction of the world; nature can thus be rendered as 

simulacra, or the representation which is more real to us than the actual organism. Thus perceived 

as an isolated image, we lose sight of the organic relationships in biological systems, those 

interactions and interdependencies vital to the survival of all life. Twentieth-century design 

exacerbated tendencies toward objectification of the natural world, aided by increasingly 

sophisticated technologies of representation. Ong defines a “secondary orality” in electronic 

technology; that is, a “hypervisualized noetic world” (125). The telephone, phonograph, television, 

personal computer, and subsequent electronic devices rely on a grapholectic understanding of 

textual communication, but renew aural and kinetic components while instituting new forms of 

visualization.  

We still use pictures along with textual descriptions of animals, for, if moveable type and print 

processes were "congenial" to the use of illustrative prints (124), digital print and photographic 

processes are even more so. The ability to combine text, visual, and aural representations provides 

yet another opportunity to shape our understandings of nature.  Online educational, academic, and 

recreational sites provide interactive taxonomic charts combining images, graphic elements, and 

text, and DNA research makes possible bar-coding to illuminate new forms of organization for 

natural systems. In a new century, science—premised as objectively as ever—is poised to quantify 

and qualify life, once again, through the latest technological processes.  

Yet our knowledge of human-nature relationships is guided by ideologies prefiguring contemporary 

technologies, and we can observe reciprocity in design. As Drucker and McVarish attest, “the 

aesthetic of a particular medium develops in relation to ideas, not just as an automatic or immediate 

effect of a new material or tool” (xxv). Within the secondary orality of the internet lie traces of 

Figure 13. Website, 
Barcode of Life 

http://www.barcodeoflife.org/
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prior design movements, which in turn carry the cultural baggage of earlier scientific belief systems. 

Perhaps, as Drucker and McVarish infer, an awareness of and attention to the design elements 

accompanying scientific messages may serve us in filtering ideologies, and, in the process, help us 

redefine our relationship to nature.  
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